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Island sounds come to Newtown
19 juin 2015 | Gwen Ansell
On Saturday June 27, a few days after the winter solstice, the 2015 Fête de la
Musique will be held in Newtown, writes Gwen Ansell

JACK Lang, France’s culture minister during the 1980s, was a divisive figure in his own Socialist Party. One
achievement, however, seems likely to outlive the controversies: his 1982 inauguration of the Fête de la Musique
which, as International World Music Day, is now celebrated in 120 countries.

The festival’s initial idea was to mark the summer solstice on June 21 by taking live music out on to the streets of
France, and giving even amateur players a chance to perform. All performances were to be free, and all players
unpaid. The title punned on the slogan faites de la musique — "make some music".

In SA, Port Elizabeth got there first in 2010, but Johannesburg has hosted a World Music Day since 2011. The first
celebration was at Arts on Main and the next two on Melville’s Seventh Street, which was turned into a pedestrian
precinct with open-air food and craft stalls for the occasion.

Despite making Melville parking even more of a nightmare than usual, the event was almost overwhelmed by its own
success. Singer-songwriter Bongeziwe Mabandla described his exposure at the 2012 event as "career-changing",
and from 4,000 attendees that year, visitor numbers rose to an estimated 10,000-plus last year. A new location
capable of more comfortably accommodating so many people (and potentially even more) was definitely needed.

The availability this year of many parking spaces at the newly opened Newtown Junction shopping mall, along with a
partnership between sponsors the Alliance Française, the French Institute of SA and Newtown performance venue
The Bassline, created the opportunity to relocate to what is intended to be the city’s official cultural precinct.

On Saturday June 27, a few days after the winter solstice, the 2015 Fête de la Musique will be held in Newtown,
with free public music from 10am to 7pm, and private performances continuing at commercial venues until late.

Having exposed SA to the lively music of French-speaking Caribbean islands Martinique and Guadeloupe with a tour
by ensemble Kassav, France is using the event to spotlight other Francophone island sounds: salegy from
Madagascar and maloya from Réunion. (The French Institute also presents a third international guest, French singer-
songwriter Benjamin Piat.)

Salegy first became prominent as a music genre on the northwest coast of Madagascar and in its rural hinterlands in
the 1970s. Its musical roots stretch back much further, and have been linked to contact with communities on the East
African coast.

THE man the French Institute is bringing to Newtown, singer Eusèbe Jaojoby, was one of the pioneers of the genre,
and one of the artists responsible for making salegy today a sound that is identified with the whole island of
Madagascar. He began his musical career working in pop bands that fused American and Malagasy n sounds, and,
in fact, secured his first contract — at the Antananarivo Hilton in 1981 — after auditioning with a version of James
Brown’s Sex Machine while he was a sociology student.

Although he took some breaks to study and to pursue his other vocation as a journalist, Jaojoby maintained his
interest in singing and composition, and in the island’s authentic music.

One of Jaojoby’s songs on Madagascar’s first salegy compilation album, released in 1987, became a nationwide hit.

Over his three-decade career, the man dubbed "The King of Salegy" has produced eight albums of his own.

A United Nations Goodwill Ambassador and a repeat winner of the "Artist of the Year" title in Madagascar, Jaojoby
tours frequently with a band that includes his wife and children.

Back home, he founded Jao’s Pub, providing a regular stage for traditional and updated versions of the style.
Afropop Worldwide’s Banning Eyre visited the venue, and heard: "call-and-response vocals … strong and
declamatory, but still as uplifting as the beat itself. Strains of accordions, tangling electric guitar lines, pumping bass
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and relentless rhythm blend together in unified symmetry… This is salegy."

Salegy reflects the multiple waves of settlement made possible by Madagascar’s position in the Indian Ocean. The
rather less-well known maloya music of Réunion is particularly associated with one wave of migrants: the
descendants of the African sugar plantation workers brought to the island as slaves in the 18th century.

Often called "the Indian Ocean’s answer to the blues" — although musically there are few points of contact —
maloya songs focus on hardship and rebellion.

The genre has long been associated with political dissent. By legend, the first public performance in maloya style
was at the 1959 founding congress of the Réunion Communist Party, and Creole poets embraced it as a vehicle for
their nationalist lyrics. Performances of maloya were banned by the French authorities until 1981 as both seditious
and heathen, since it was also employed in traditional ancestor ceremonies that were not sanctioned by the Catholic
Church.

SEGA, Réunion’s other popular genre, likewise began its life as a music of protest, but has evolved into a much
more dance-oriented sound played by larger groups. By contrast, the lyrics of maloya were traditionally
accompanied only by a very spare backing of drums, percussion and a musical bow.

However, Gren Semé, the maloya group visiting Newtown this year, call their sound "evolutionary maloya". Founded
in 2006 the band, led by composer Carlo Secco, has drawn in influences from other island styles such as zouk, as
well as from jazz and Latin music. In 2012, Gren Semé won the Alain Peters Prize, dedicated to the memory of
Réunion’s most revered poet.

International guests such as these certainly contribute to the success of the Fête de la Musique, but — as in every
country in which the event is held — it is local people who are at its heart: the folk who come out to listen, and all the
players, amateur and professional, who also share their creativity on the streets. Thank you, Jack Lang.

• Information on the Fête de la Musique programme: www.alliance.org.za www.ifas.org.za | Facebook:
fetedelamusiquejhb | Twitter: @JoburgFDLM
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